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A plan for this talk
A.
B.

Guided Inquiry & Digital textbooks: Types, Definitions and Speculations
Would e-Textbook introduce a substantial difference?
Studying the adaptation processes
i.
Norms and Regulation
ii.
Curricular & pedagogical Boundaries
iii. Flexibility that demands Order and a Vision
iv. Being “in control” : formative assessment
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 Designed to challenge traditional notions of what school mathematics is
and how it can be taught and learned
 Tools, Tasks and Textbooks designed to create structure and opportunities
that motivate questioning
 As a development of academic laboratory, VisualMath aims at addressing
future innovations and analyzing the potential of new technologies
 For over two decades, this curriculum has been implemented in a variety
of settings in Israel and effect revisions of the secondary (middle & high)
national curriculum
 Developing with teachers and for schools, means coping with societal
norms and curricular constrains that at times are in tension with
innovative visions
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1992 – VisualMath first edition –workbook
2002- Built-in instructions designed to
support explorations
2003 – Interactive textbook: The Function’s
e-Textbook (WEB 1)
2008 –Paper & digital edition, supplemented
by the VisualMath applets when read online
2014 – Interactive Flexible e-Textbook
(WEB2)
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•
•

Textbook is a political and policy document
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/02/world/europe/putins-friend-profits-in-purge-of-schoolbooks.html?_r=0

•

Drawing a direct link between the author, the central authority and the way
teachers teach and students learn appears to be negotiable

•

Textbooks structures of authority have been constantly evolving

•

Teaching does not depend on a single textbook: approximately 30% is
accomplished by teachers using other teaching materials

•

Technological resources are reported to be considered as enrichment

•

The textbook is still the most predominant curriculum delivery vehicle in
schools serving as a key authoritative pedagogic guideline for what should be
learned and for how it should be taught and assessed
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Textbook Authority & Guided Inquiry
Textbook:
•
External authority is an intrinsic property of any textbook
•
It represents expectations of the external authority:
the school, the syllabus, or central assessment
•
The Author is considered to be recognized expert

Guided Inquiry:
•
External authority invoked by the expert author is at odds with
readers’ engagement
•
Textbook authors have long been seeking less formal control
structures
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Digital Textbooks: Types & Definitions
The Israeli education system requires that
each textbook appear in at least one of three
digital formats: a digitized textbook, enriched
with external links and multimodal materials,
or designed to work in a digital environment
consists of online learning objects bundled
under LMS (2013)

•

Interactive engagements for students and teachers
the textbook being the core for personal and public interactions

•

Flexible Integration
‘adds-on’ traditionally not part of textbooks
input/output from and to external systems

•

Evolving continuously by its authors/users
throughout interactions amongst authors and users
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Speculations

Authority is Taking Place "Elsewhere”
•
•
•

•

Curriculum documents have grown to the size of a “slim
textbook”
Mass Central assessment tracking and reporting improved by
technology
New social norms can elevate personal learning and coaching
opportunities, to a status of authority
khanacademy.org/commoncore/map
Public concerns with the top-down curriculum dictated by
national standards result bottom-up initiations

Chazan, D., & Yerushalmy, M. (2014). The Future of Mathematics Textbooks: Ramifications of Technological Change.
Media and Education in the Digital Age, 63-76.
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What can research inform the practice
about engagements with e-Textbooks?

Authority & Regulation
Curricular Boundaries
Flexibility & Order
Assessing Knowledge
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Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

What sort of legal norms should support
teachers so they can genuinely involved in
replacing the external authority?

“New research is needed to understand how the legal permissions
associated with open textbooks may enable change in pedagogy,
assessment and students’ engagements” (Robinson et al. 2014)

Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

A Typical Textbooks Approval Process
The Israeli State Education Regulations of
1956 stipulate that schools are not
allowed to use textbooks/e-textbook that
have not been approved by the Ministry
of Education.
The statutory purpose in authorizing the
MOE to regulate textbook is:
1.
2.
3.

To achieve state-wide uniformity of
curriculum.
To ensure the selection of textbook
of highest quality.
To reduce textbooks costs.

During the approval process three major
mechanisms are enacted:
1.

2.
Yonathan Har-carmel (2014) Critical analysis of e-textbooks regulation policy

3.

Confirmation of consistency and
conformity to state determined
curricula.
Pedagogical and academic
evaluation by professional
evaluators.
Control over retail price.

Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

Contemporary aspects of Authority
The eBook Reality:
• A textbook is a process rather than a product/object
• Author & Authority acquire new meanings
The Regulator:
• Reinforcing traditional Textbook regulation processes contradicts the
goals of e-Textbooks:
it assume an object ( approved at a specific time, rigid, periodical
evaluation)
it assume approved qualified authors
The Teacher:
• Teachers wants OER to employ multimedia, be accurate, meet preestablished curricular guidelines and come from reputable source
(Robinson et al 2014)
The authority of the “Like Button”
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Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

Legal norms: Issues to Explore
• The quality determined by open review:
Teachers are willing to serve on review boards of materials
• The quality determined by the crowd:
It assumes large size volume of cooperation
Most Wikibooks textbooks seem to have been authored by a
single writer, occasionally with minor contributions from a
small group
• How do alternative norms relate to guided inquiry?
The OPEN in open educational resources refers to the fact that
these educational materials are copyright licenses that allow
anyone to freely “reuse, revise, remix and redistribute”
(Robinson et. al 2014).
• Are alternative norms successful?
Is Open Source a success? Are bottom-up grow of Fair use,
Fair Dealing or Creative Common introduce inherent change?
Do we have measures to answer?
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Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

What should teachers know about
Interactive Objects to become genuine
owners of their materials?

Interactive Diagrams site: Elena Naftaliev
http://sites.google.com/site/interactivediagrams

Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

Series of modeling interactives
The task is to describe the motion

•

An interactive diagram explicitly requires the viewer to take action and change the diagram
within given limitations

•

An interactive diagram differs from an interactive tool in that it is built around a pre-constructed
example

Boundaries

Regulation

order

Assessment

A Visual Semiotic Analysis:
Explaining aspects of design with interactive diagrams

The properties of
the example

The voice and tone

The boundaries

Yerushalmy, M. (2005) Function of Interactive Visual Representations in Interactive
Mathematical Textbooks. International Journal of Computers for Mathematical learning, 10 (3),
217 – 249

Regulation

Random examples
Specific examples
Generic examples

Boundaries

order

Assessment

Regulation

The IDs is designed
to be a sketch
and/or a source of
accurate
information

Boundaries

•

order

Assessment

A sketch presents rough information, generates
ideas, and adopts a non-authoritative tone

Regulation
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order

Assessment

Illustrating IDs :
intended to orient the student’s thinking to the structure and objectives of the activity
offer a single graphical representation and relatively simple actions

Elaborating IDs:
provide means to engage in explorations and to operate at a meta-cognitive level
offer rich linked representations that enable various directions in the search for a solution.

Guiding IDs:
call for action that supports the construction of the principal ideas of the activity
may serve to balance open-ended explorations while supporting autonomous inquiry.
Offer limited set of examples and representations

Regulation

Boundaries

Manipulating
Illustrating ID

Elaborating ID

Guiding ID
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order
Modeling

Assessment
Formulating

Regulation
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order

Assessment

• What are the characteristics of solving tasks which are presented as text with
IDs?
• How do the characterizations of processes vary in accordance to the three
designed organizational functions of IDs?

Student A

Student B

Student C

Stage A

The same
task

The preliminary task
Stage B illustrating ID

narrating ID

Notes

elaborating ID

Stage C Students assembled in a group: describe the technique they
used in their solution, present their use of the diagram, reflect
upon their moves

One of 3
comparable
tasks

The boundaries set by the designed organizational functions of IDs

Can be helpful in
consolidating
relevant knowledge

Can be a form of
instruction toward
development of new
scientific concepts

Leading to different
problem-solving
processes and a
variety of solutions

Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

What should be transparent in flexible
textbook so teachers can set the structure
for authentic inquiry?

Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

It is Easy to arrange an eBook…
But…are Real Textbooks Flexible?
“Real textbooks appear to reside somewhere between a novel and an
encyclopedia in the degree to which they can be modularized, or at least
in the degree of effort required to integrate the modules into a coherent
whole recognizable as a textbook. “(Benkler 2005, p.20).
“Moreover, the chunks or modules seem to be bigger. It is very hard to add a
single sentence, although it may be possible to add a single example or a
better-rendered equation or chart” (Benkler ibid.).
Non-linear texts resembles a museum metaphor “exhibition in which visitors
can traverse any way they like… It will not be random that a particular
major sculpture is placed in the center of the room, or on the wall
opposite the entrance, to be noticed first by all visitors entering the room”
Kress and van Leeuwen (1996)
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Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

Understanding Order & Having a Vision
Brown (2009) compares teaching to a jazz player’s use of the notes, and
argues that rather than designing curriculum materials as one-size-fits-all
documents, designers should support different modes of use according to
their pedagogical design capacity .
In Developing Curriculum Vision and Trust Drake & Gamoran-sherin (2009)
argue for the need to develop Curricular Vision that teachers gain as they
gain more experience.
In On appreciating the cognitive complexity of school algebra ( Chazan &
Yerushalmy , 2003) we describe why graphing was brought forward and
Rate of change is learned prior to the introduction of expressions as a tool
supporting understanding of algebraic forms & manipulations
Schnepp in Embracing Reason (2008) describes why would he as a calculus
teacher who is involved as a course-level planner had decided to change
the order of teaching calculus and start from the chain-rule delaying the
product -rule.
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order

A line passing through two points:
Tell me what’s your sequence and I’ll know how you’d solve it

• The Rate of Change lenses
• Parameters (expressions)
• Transformations (geometric)

Assessment

Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

Order & Complexity: If you can’t solve find an easier one…

16x+12(x-1) = 100 where x is the time travelled by the first biker

Yerushalmy, M. Gilead, S. (1999) Structures of constant rate word problems: A
33
functional approach analysis. Educational Studies in Mathematics. 39, 185-203.

Navigating & Re Writing Flexible textbook:
Issues to Explore
• How do flexibly ordered e-Textbooks challenge the external authoritarian role
of the textbook as a message from the past delivered in an orderly manner?
• How is teachers content knowledge of Transparency & Navigation developed?
• What can successfully scaffold teacher’s understanding of the vision and
‘storyline’ of the curricular material?
• Rewriting: for whom? With whom? For what purpose?
• What sense of authorship teachers develop by editing content that is written
by a recognized expert?
• Sharing and selecting from various resources require to carry critical analysis
of various curricular materials. How should that be taught and learned?
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Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

What should teachers DO with data about
students learning while guiding interactive
inquiry?

http://assess.gigaclass.com/

Boundaries

Regulation

order

Assessment

“I was losing control”
• “I didn’t see that they were receiving any answers
to their questions. ... the teacher went on and on .. I
was losing control …”
• “A frontal lesson boosts my self-confidence. When I
see the eyes of all the students then I have the feeling
that I am teaching (Is that so?).”
• “It is my duty to make everyone talk; otherwise
how do I know whether they understood?
• What body language is expected from the teacher?
They are all watching me, and if I move my head I
disrupt the discussion. “

Yerushalmy & Elikan 2011
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Regulation

Boundaries

order

The Task
• Multiple representations
• Multiple correct solutions

• Exploration
• Generating Examples

Assessment

Regulation

Boundaries

order

Assessment

Form & Function of Feedback
• Formative feedback for the student
– Visual, symbolic, textual

• Formative feedback for the teacher:
– Many different correct solutions
– Identify class patterns
– The feedback as a source for class discussion
– Strategies: extreme, and non-examples
•

http://geo.gigaclass.com/tasks/6-aRes9nn.html

Would e-textbook make a difference?
Technological Innovations are Kissing Cousins of Other Reforms (Larry
Cuban)
Materials and texts are at best seen as one starting point (Pimm 2009)
Technological affordances and new societal norms can be a carrier of
a new inquiry curriculum
But it’s the time to expect that:
The disappearance of the traditional authority may:
• Require fundamental changes in expectations and norms of the
teaching profession
• Result in the freedom to support inquiry-based student-centered
learning
• Result in a new tyranny in which traditional textbook authority is
replaced by massive technology-driven standardization
• May diminish evolution of competing curricular views
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